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Abstract
We revisit the problem of counting paths in width-2
planar branching programs. We show that this is hard
for Boolean NC1 under ACC0 [5] reductions, completing a proof strategy outlined in [3]. On the other
hand, for several restricted instances of width-2 planar branching programs, we show that the counting
problem is TC0 -complete. We also show that nonplanar width-2 programs can be planarized in AC0 [2].
Using the equivalence of planar width-2 programs
with the reduced-form representation of positive rationals, we show that the evaluation problem for this
representation in the Stern-Brocot tree is also NC1
hard. In contrast, the evaluation problem in the continued fraction representation is in TC0 .
1

Introduction

Barrington’s celebrated theorem [5] shows that
branching programs (BPs) of bounded width and
polynomial size characterize the class NC1 of languages accepted by Boolean polynomial-size formulas. A natural question to ask is whether this result arithmetizes. That is, does counting paths in
bounded width polynomial size branching programs
characterize counting proof trees in NC1 circuits?
More generally, do bounded width polynomial size
algebraic branching programs characterise arithmetic
NC1 ? The result of [7] shows that this is indeed the
case over rings, and even width 3 suffices; see also
[8]. And this result is tight: a very recent result
in [4] shows that over arbitrary fields, width 2 algebraic branching programs (ABPs) are not universal;
there are efficiently computable polynomials that are
provably not computable by width 2 ABPs of any
size. For the path-counting version, we are interested in natural numbers, and the operations +, ×,
so we do not have a field or even a ring structure.
We may even assume that the inputs are Boolean
(zero-one-valued). Even in this setting, while paths in
bounded width polynomial size branching programs
can be counted in arithmetic NC1 (usually stated as:
#BWBP⊆#NC1 ), the converse is not known.
Some special cases of this question have been addressed in the literature. In [3], it is shown that in
a restricted type of planar BWBP, where the edge
connections between adjacent layers must come from
a specified set of patterns (call such restricted planar programs rGPs: restricted grid programs), path
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counting is in fact possible with arithmetic circuits
of polynomial size and constant depth #AC0 , and
hence even the bit representation of the number of
paths can be computed in TC0 , a subclass of Boolean
NC1 . It is also shown that without this grid restriction, path-counting even in width-2 planar BPs
is hard for Boolean NC1 under ACC0 (mod 5) reductions. In [16, 13], the rGP restriction is explored further. It is shown that Boolean/arithmetic
NC1 is characterized by Boolean/algebraic polynomial size rGPs of any width (this construction works
over fields/rings/naturals), and the equivalence holds
even if the width is restricted to be logarithmic.
Such fine distinctions between what is possible in
AC0 , in TC0 and in NC1 are important because the
currently known machinery for proving circuit lower
bounds stops precisely in this region. We have lower
bounds against AC0 , against uniform TC0 ([2]), but
none against NC1 .
In this note, we return to the width 2 case. Counting paths in width k BPs is equivalent (under the
weakest possible uniform reductions, projections) to
multiplying sequences of k × k matrices over 0,1.
(Each matrix is the adjacency matrix of connections
between vertices at consecutive layers of the BP.)
At width-2, planar BPs correspond to 2 × 2 matrices where at least one of the off-diagonal elements is
zero. We refer to such matrices as planar matrices.
Two
planar
matrices

 are
 of special importance: L =

1 1
1 0
1 1 and U = 0 1 . Products over these ma/◦
◦@ /◦
trices are equivalent to planar ◦
@@
~?
~
width-2 BPs where the inter@@
~
~
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connections between layers is
/
/◦
◦
◦
one of the forms shown along- ◦
side.
Products over L and U have nice connections to
many special
 numbers. For instance, for n ≥ 1,
F2n+1 F2n
n
(U L) =
, where Fn is the nth FiF
F
2n

2n−1

bonacci number. (Hence, by the result of [17] that integer matrix powering for constant-order matrices is
in TC0 , and the fact that Bit-Count is in TC0 , there
is a family of multi-output TC0 circuits such that Cn ,
on input x, outputs the binary representation of Fj ,
where j is the number of 1s in x. ) Products over L
and U are also intimately connected with the question
of representing positive rationals without repetition.
The positive rationals are in bijection with and hence
can be represented in the following two forms:
1. Reduced form: hm, ni, where m, n are relatively
prime positive integers (or using notation from
[11], m ⊥ n), uniquely represents the rational
m
n.
2. Continued fractions form:

ha0 , a1 , . . . , ak−1 i,
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where each ai is a non-negative integer, a0 ≥ 0,
ai ≥ 1 for i ≥ 1, ak−1 ≥ 2 unless k = 0 in which
case a0 ≥ 1, uniquely represents the rational
a0 +

1
a2 +

.

1

..

.+ a 1

k−1

We can consider the computational complexity of conversion between the two representations. This is best
handled via the Stern-Brocot tree, a well-studied binary search tree in which the vertices are in bijection with the positive rational numbers, and also with
products of sequences over the matrices L, U . (See
Sections 4.5 and 6.7 in [11]; see also [9].)
Our contributions in this note are as follows:
• We identify and fix a small but subtle flaw
in Theorem 16 of [3], which shows that pathcounting even in planar width-2 BPs is hard for
Boolean NC1 under ACC0 (mod 5) reductions.
(Section 3.)
• We show that the counting paths in width-2 BPs
reduces to counting paths in width-2 planar BPs;
thus the non-planar case is no harder than the
planar case. (Section 4.)
• For some special cases of planar width-2 BPs,
we show that path counting can be performed in
TC0 . (Section 5.)
• We show that the continued fraction representation of positive rationals is simpler than the
reduced form representation: given a path in the
Stern-Brocot tree, finding a representation of the
rational at the endpoint of the path is in TC0 for
the continued fractions representation but NC1 hard for the reduced form representation. (Section 6.)
2

Definitions and Preliminaries

A branching program is a directed acyclic graph
in which the vertex set is partitioned into layers
V0 , V1 , . . . , Vm , and the edge set E is contained
in ∪m
Edges are labeled by variables
i=1 Vi−1 × Vi .
x1 , . . . , xn or their negations or the constant 1. There
are special nodes s ∈ V0 and t ∈ Vm . The branching
program is said to accept an input a ∈ {0, 1}n if there
is a path from s to t where all edge labels take the
value 1 under the assignment x = a. A family of
branching programs {Bn }n≥0 accepts a language L
if each Bn accepts exactly L=n . BWBP denotes the
class of (languages accepted by) branching program
families where each Bn has width c and size O(nc ),
for some fixed constant c. (Note that in this definition, the branching programs are non-deterministic.
Note also that the graphs are required to be layered,
since otherwise width does not make sense.)
NCi denotes the class of (languages accepted by)
circuits of polynomial size and O((log n)i ) depth using
bounded fan-in gates. We are concerned with only
NC1 and NC0 here.
AC0 denotes the class of (languages accepted by)
circuits of polynomial size and O(1) depth using unbounded fan-in ∨ and ∧ gates and negation gates.
ACC0 [p] denotes the class of (languages accepted by)
circuits of polynomial size and O(1) depth using unbounded fan-in ∨ and ∧ gates, negation gates, and
MODp gates that output a 1 if and only if the number of 1s in their input is non-zero modulo p. The
union ACC0 [p] is denoted ACC0 .
60

TC0 denotes the class of (languages accepted by)
circuits of polynomial size and O(1) depth using unbounded fan-in Majority gates and negation gates. A
Majority gate outputs a 1 if and only if at least half
if its inputs are 1.
It is known that NC0 ⊆ AC0 ⊆ ACC0 ⊆ TC0 ⊆
NC1 = BWBP. Further, if the circuit / branching
program families are uniform, then NC1 languages
can be accepted in logarithmic space.
Arithmetic versions of NC1 and AC0 are circuits
with + and × gates instead of ∨ and ∧ and the same
size-depth bounds. It is known that uniform arithmetic NC1 functions (that is, the bit representations
of numbers computed by arithmetic circuits) can be
computed in logarithmic space.
Arithmetic versions of BPs (that is, BPs computing functions from strings to numbers) can be defined
in many ways. The simplest way is counting paths.
A more generalised way is where edges in the BP may
be labeled by literals or by integer constants. Such
a BP computes the function that adds up the total
weight of all paths between two designated nodes.
(The weight of a path is the product of the weights
of edges on the path.) Path-counting in width-k BPs
is equivalent to iterated multiplication, over integers,
of k × k matrices with (0,1) entries. The length of
the BP translates to the number of matrices to be
multiplied.
(Remark: The “path-counting”model described
above is less general than algebraic BPs, defined by
Nisan in 1991 ([18]). In that model, the BP computes
polynomials over an underlying field; edges can be labeled by arbitrary linear forms. It is also somewhat
different from the arithmetic BPs defined by Beimel
and Gal [6], which actually decide languages rather
than compute functions, but with an acceptance criterion that depends on the path count. It is known
folklore that the path-counting model captures classes
of counting functions based on nondeterministic machine classes. )
We say that a problem A reduces to a problem
B via AC0 reductions if there is an AC0 circuit family augmented with oracle gates for B that correctly
solves A. Other reductions (ACC0 , TC0 ) are analogously defined.
A projection is a mapping Σ∗ → ∆∗ where each
output symbol depends on at most one input symbol.
In particularly, over binary alphabets, a circuit computing the projection merely duplicates and re-routes
wires from the inputs to the output.
See for instance [1, 20] for a detailed treatment of
these topics.
3

Fixing a flaw in Theorem 16 of [3]

Theorem 16 in [3] (ICALP 1999) says that computing
the number of paths in planar width-2 BPs is complete for NC1 under ACC0 (mod 5) reductions.
Though the Theorem claims completeness, as is
clear from the proof, only hardness is established.
In private correspondence, the authors of [3] clarified that the completeness claim is an oversight and
they only show hardness. In fact, as far as we know,
whether paths in planar width 2 branching programs
can be counted in Boolean NC1 is still open.
The hardness proof as stated is flawed, but fixable.
Here is the way the proof is stated.
(a) The 2x2 integer matrices with determinant 1
mod 5, with the binary operation of matrix
multiplication in Z5 , form a non-solvable group
(commonly denoted SL(2,5)). So, by Barrington’s result ([5]), the word problem over this
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group is complete for NC1 .
(b) By [12] (FOCS 99 Theorem 3.1), every matrix
over non-negative integers with determinant 1
can be written as a product of a sequence over
the matrices L and U . So the word problem over
SL(2,5) reduces uniformly to evaluating products
over L, U and I. This product is a width-2 planar
BP.
(c) Hence every NC1 language can be reduced to
counting paths mod 5 in a width 2 planar BP.
The flaw is in step (b). The matrices U and L have
determinant 1 over the integers. Thus any product
over U and L will have determinant 1 over the integers. It cannot produce a matrix with determinant,
say, 6 or 11. But such matrices are 
present
 in SL(2,5).


3 3
0 2
One cannot produce matrices like 1 3 or 2 0
using U , L.
So to use Gurevich’s construction, one first needs
to show that for every matrix M in SL(2,5), there is
a matrix N with non-negative integers, with determinant 1 over integers, such that each entry of N is
equivalent, modulo 5, to the corresponding entry in
M . It turns out that this statement is indeed true,
but it is not needed at all. Even Gurevich’s construction is not needed. Just replace step (b) in the proof
by the following:
(b’) Dickson’s theorem for finite groups (see for instance [10]; see also the Appendix) tells us
that
SL(2,5)
is exactly the group generated by


1 0
2
2 1 and U . But the first matrix is just L ,
so L and U generate SL(2,5).
Remark: The group SL(2,5) is a perfect group;
it equals its commutator subgroup. Hence, following Barrington’s construction, when reducing an NC1
language to the word problem over SL(2,5), any element of SL(2,5) can be chosen as the accepting element. If we choose, say, the matrix L, which differs
from I only in the [2, 1] entry, then the hardness result
above can be restated as follows:
Theorem 1 (Theorem 16 of [3]) For every language A in NC1 , there is a uniform polynomial-sized
projection r : Σ∗ −→ {L, U, I}∗ such that for every
x ∈ Σ∗ , if r(x) = M1 M2 . . . Mn , then
!
n
Y
x ∈ A =⇒
Mi [2, 1] ≡ 1 mod 5
x 6∈ A =⇒

i=1
n
Y

!
Mi

[2, 1] ≡ 0 mod 5

i=1

4

Planarizing width-2 BPs

Theorem 1 shows that counting paths in planar
width-2 BPs is hard for NC1 , provided we allow a
mod-5 computation at the end. An interesting question is whether any simpler reduction is possible.
We first recall that a simpler reduction (without
post-computation) is known (see for instance [1]) in
the generalised model where edges are labeled by
{−1, 0, 1}. Robinson [19] showed that every language
in NC1 reduces to the 2-sided Dyck language with two
generators. Lipton and Zalcstein [15] showed that the
free group on two generators, say g1 , g2 , is isomorphic to the group of invertible matrices over rationals, with the isomorphism taking g1 to L2 and g2

−1

2

−1




1 0
−1 1

to U . Since over rationals, L = L =


1 −1
and U −1 = 0 1 , we can put these together to
obtain the following:
Proposition 2 ([19], [15]) For every language A in
NC1 , there is a uniform polynomial-sized projection
r : Σ∗ −→ {L, U, L−1 , U −1 , I}∗ such that for every
x ∈ Σ∗ , if r(x) = M1 M2 . . . Mn , then
x ∈ A ⇐⇒

n
Y

Mi = I

i=1

(All arithmetic is over integers.)
Note that for 2 × 2 matrices over integers, we can
consider restrictions of differing degrees: (1) Only
(0,1) entries, (pure path-counting) (2) Only nonnegative integers, (3) Only {−1, 0, 1} entries, or
(4) Any integers. And for each of these cases, we
have planar and non-planar matrices. (Recall that we
say a 2 × 2 matrix is planar if it has at least one offdiagonal entry that is zero.) Theorem 1 takes us from
NC1 to planar (0,1) matrix products, using a mod 5
post-computation. Proposition 2 takes us from NC1
to planar {−1, 0, 1} matrix products via a projection.
It is still open whether we can get from NC1 to planar (0,1) matrix products without post-computation.
(See Figure 1.)
Here, we observe that such a reduction from NC1 ,
if one exists, will need a different technique, since we
provably cannot planarize such products via a pure
projection (without post-computation). The reasons
are simple: firstly, all planar (0,1) matrices have determinant 0 or 1, and secondly, their products have
non-negative integers. Hence
over
 products

 them
 can0 1
2 1
not generate the matrices 1 0 and 0 1 , with
determinants −1 and 2 respectively. In fact, planar non-negative matrices have non-negative determinants, and planar {−1, 0, 1} matrices have determinant in {−1, 0, 1}, so we cannot trade off planarity
for different restrictions on the entries.
We show below that we can planarize (0,1) matrix products without post-computation, provided we
relax the requirement that the reduction be a projection. That is, we allow more pre-computation, and
we piece together the final matrix via a projection.
This is good enough in the computational settings we
are interested in.
Theorem 3 Path-counting in width 2 BPs reduces
to Path-counting in planar width-2 BPs via uniform
AC0 [2] reductions.
More precisely, there is an AC0 [2] circuit family {Cn }
such that given any sequence of 2 × 2 (0, 1) matrices
hM1 , M2 , . . . , Mn i, Cn outputs a sequence of 2 × 2
(0, 1) planar matrices hU1 , U2 , . . . , U2n+1 i, and two
more (0, 1) planar matrices U (1) and U (2) , satisfying
the following ∀u, v ∈ {1, 2}:



!
n
2n+1
Y
Y
Mi [u, v] = 
Uj  U (v)  [u, v]
i=1

j=1

Proof.
following equivalences:

 We use
 the 
0 1
1 1
1 1 = LX; 1 0 = U X

 


1 1
0 1
0 0
=
1 1
0 1
1 1 ;
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Figure 1: Different cases for width-2 BPs. Arrows denote “special case of”. Dotted lines denote incomparability.
In the first stage, replace each matrix Mi by
the pair A2i−1 , A2i , where (1) if Mi = X, then
(A2i−1 , A2i ) = (I, X), (2) if Mi equals any of the
other non-planar matrices, use one of the equivalences
above, and (3) if Mi is planar, then (A2i−1 , A2i ) =
(Mi , I). This gives a sequence of length 2n where
the only non-planar matrices are all X. Further,
set A2n+1 = A2n+2 = X. Since X 2 = I, we have
Qn
Q2n+2
i=1 Mi =
j=1 Aj .
The idea now is to pair up the Xs and let
them demolish each other. Note 
that if D1, . . . , Dt
Qt
are planar matrices, then X
=
i=1 Di X
Q

Q

t
t
2
IX
i=1 (Di XX) XI = I
i=1 (XDi X) X I.
So in the sequence of matrices (Ai ), we can locally replace the Ai s that occur between the pairs by XAi X,
and the Xs by Is. Since there may be an odd number of Xs to begin with, we pad the sequence with
the two Xs at the end, and use one of them if necessary to complete the pairing. Detecting whether an
Ai occurs between a pair rather than between pairs
requires a parity computation; hence the reduction is
an AC0 [2] reduction. The last crucial observation is
that for planar D, the matrix XDX is also planar.
The details follow.
For j = 1, . . . , 2n + 1 define bits bj , cj as follows:

1 if Aj = X
bj =
0 otherwise
cj =

j
X

matrices Bj as follows:
if Aj = X
if Aj =
6 X and cj = 0
if Aj =
6 X and cj = 1

Further, if c2n = 0 then B2n+1 = B2n+2 = I, otherwise B2n+1 = I and B2n+2 = X. (c2n = 1 means that
A2n+1 will be paired to its left, so A2n+2 remains X.)
Qn
Q2n+2
It follows that i=1 Mi = j=1 Bj .
If B2n+2 = I, then we have obtained a planar product. The reduction outputs Uj = Bj for
j = 1, . . . , 2n + 1, and U (1) = U (2) = B2n+2 .
If B2n+2 = X, we define U (1) and U (2) such that
we can separately extract the columns of the product
matrix,and eliminate
B2n+2

 . Itsuffices to choose
0
0
0 1
U (1) = 1 0 and U (2) = 0 0 .
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Some special cases of 2 × 2 iterated matrix
multiplication over non-negative integers

For a width 2 planar BP, the interconnections between adjacent layers may be from any of the 11 patterns shown in Figure 2. The first three correspond
to matrices I, L, U respectively.

 The last corresponds
0 1
to the matrix DD = 0 0 , and width 2 rGPs (restricted grid programs) allow only I, L, DD. So over
I, L, DD, we know from [3] that products can be computed in TC0 . We explore other subsets of these 11
patterns for which products can be computed in NC1 .
Let C be the set of 8 matrices corresponding to
planar interconnections other than I, L, U . Our first
bound shows that over C ∪ {I}, that is if neither L
nor U appear, then path-counting is easy.
Lemma 4 Path-counting in width-2 planar BPs
where neither of the interconnection patterns L, U appears is in TC0 .
Proof. Assume there is no I in the interconnection
patterns; if there are, we preprocess the sequence and
move all occurrences of I to the end. This involves
only counting the number of occurrences of I to the
left of each position, and hence can be done in TC0 .
The matrices corresponding to other 8 patterns
can be decomposed as follows:

  

  
1 1
1
1 0
1
1];
0];
=
[1
0 0 = 0 [1
0 0
0

bj mod 2

i=1

For j = 1 . . . 2n, define
(
I
Aj
Bj =
XAj X

5

  

0
0 0
1 1 = 1 [1 1];


  
0 0
0
1 0 = 1 [1 0];


  
1 0
1
0];
1 0 = 1 [1


  
0 0
0
1];
0 1 = 1 [0


  
0 1
1
0 1 = 1 [0 1];


  
0 1
1
0 0 = 0 [0 1].

Now we show how to construct a TC0 circuit family to evaluate an iterated product of a sequence over
the above 8 matrices. Each matrix in the sequence is
given as a4-bit
 string. Let the ith matrix be decomvi1
posed as v
· [vi3 vi4 ]. Regrouping the terms in
i2
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Figure 2: Planar width-2 BP connections
the product, we want to compute
M1 M2 . . . Mn
 
  

v11
v21
v
v
=
v12 · [v13 14 ]
v22 · [v23 24 ]
 

v
. . . vn1 · [vn3 vn4 ]
n2
  
  
 
v11
v21
v
v
v
= v
· [v13 14 ] v
[v23 24 ] v31
12
22
32
. . . [vn3 vn4 ]

  
  
v
v
=
[v13 v14 ] v21
[v23 v24 ] v31 . . .
22
32
 

v11
v
v12 · [vn3 n4 ]
= (a1 × a2 × . . . × an−1 ) A
Layer 1 (Decomposition): Obtain from each
matrix Mi the corresponding row and column vectors.
This can be done in NC0 .
Layer 2 (Inner product): For each 1 ≤ i <
v
(n−1), compute the product ai = [vi3 vi4 ] v(i+1)1 .
(i+1)2

Since each vik is 0 or 1, this can be done in NC0 ,
and gives a sequence of integers a1 . . . an−1 each in
the range
  {0, 1, 2}. Also compute the 2 × 2 matrix
v
A = v11 · [vn3 vn4 ]; this can also be done in NC0 .

Theorem 6 Path-counting in width-2 planar BPs
where occurrences of the interconnection patterns
L, U are separated by at least one matrix that is not
in {L, U, I} is in TC0 .
Proof. Assume there is no I in the interconnection
patterns; if there are, we preprocess the sequence in
TC0 and move all occurrences of I to the end. Let
the sequence of matrices be M1 , . . . , Mn .
Imagine a boundary placed after each Mi satisfying any one of the following conditions:
1. Mi = L and Mi+1 6= L,
2. Mi = U and Mi+1 6= U ,
3. Mi 6= L and Mi+1 6= U .
(Assume Mn+1 = I for testing this condition.)
Now mark alternate boundaries starting from the
beginning.
Recall that C is the set of 8 matrices corresponding to planar interconnections other than I, L, U . Between any two marked boundaries, the subsequence of
matrices has the form AB where A, B ∈ C ∪ {Lk , U k |
k ∈ Z>0 } and at least one of A, B is in C. For each
such subsequence, the product AB is a matrix of one
of the following forms:
 
 
 


α β
0 α
α 0
0 0
α β , 0 0 , 0 β , β 0 ,


12

Each entry in A is 0 or 1.
Layer 3 (Iterated multiplication): Compute
a = a1 × a2 × . . . × an−1 . This can be done in TC0 .
Layer 4 (Scalar product): Finally, compute aA.
Since A is a 0-1 matrix, this requires only NC0 circuitry.

It is easy to see that this upper bound is tight:
Theorem 5 Path-counting in width-2 planar BPs is
hard for TC0 even if both of the interconnection patterns L, U do not appear. That is,
Computing products of sequences of matrices from the
set C is hard for TC0 .
Proof. The canonical complete problem for TC0 is
checking whether at least half of the input bits are 1.
Given a sequence b1 , . . . , bn , construct the sequence
of matrices M1 , . . . , M2n where

if bi = 0
 I,
I  

1 1
1 0
M2i−1 , M2i =
otherwise
 0 0 , 1 0
Q
Let M = Mi , and let an an−1 . .P
. a0 be the binary
representation of M [1, 1]. Then
i bi ≥ n/2 ⇐⇒
∨nj=n/2 aj = 1.

Next we show that computation is easy even if
both L and U appear, provided they are always “wellseparated”.

 
 
 

1 1
α α
α 1
1 α
,
,
,
α α
1 1
α 1
1 α

where α and β are non negative integers. Each of
these can thus be decomposed as follows.

  

  
α 0
α
0 0
0
β];
0];
[α
=
α β
1
β 0 = β [1


α β
0 0



 
1
= 0 [α β];



  
α
0 α
0 β = β [0 1];

  
α 1
1
1];
α 1 = 1 [α



1 1
α α



 
1
= α [1 1];



  
α α
α
1 1 = 1 [1 1];

  
1 α
1
α].
1 α = 1 [1

Now the strategy is similar to that used in proving Lemma 4: delineate the boundaries in the input
sequence, compute the product within each such subsequence, decompose it into a product of a column
vector and a row vector, regroup the terms, evaluate
inner products, multiply the scalars, and finally perform O(1) matrix multiplications in case the pairing
up left an unpaired dangling term at the end.
To see that all these operations can be done in
TC0 , note that
1. Delineating alternate boundaries requires only
counting modulo 2.
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2. To obtain products within a subsequence, we
count the maximal number of consecutive L’s or
U ’s (in TC0 ) and then perform integer addition
(in AC0 ).



planar width-2 BPs:
Stern-Brocot Evaluation: Given a binary string
w denoting a path from the root of the Stern-Brocot
tree, find the representation of the positive rational
at the node reached.
We describe the connection in Lemmas 9 and 10.
It is known that every 2 × 2 matrix over nonnegative integers with determinant 1 can be written
as a product of a sequence over L, U (see for instance
[12] Thm 3.1). And every sequence over L, U gives
such a matrix. These sequences are also exactly the
sequences that arise in computing the reduced form
representation of a rational. Thus path counting in
width-2 planar BPs allows us to solve the Evaluation
problem for the reduced form representation of rationals; a Boolean NC1 circuit for the former implies one
for the latter. More formally,

Observe that the above operations continue to be
in TC0 even for numbers represented with O(n) bits.
Thus

Lemma 9 The Stern-Brocot Evaluation problem,
where the output is required to be in reduced form,
can be solved by AC0 circuits with oracle gates for
counting paths in planar width-2 BPs.

3. All products have O(log n) bit entries, so the decomposition can be done in AC0 .
4. For the same reason, inner products can also be
computed in AC0 .
5. Multiplying the obtained scalars is a TC0 operation.
6. The remaining O(1) multiplications of 2 × 2 matrices is also a TC0 operation.

Corollary 7 Products of sequences of matrices from
the set C ∪ {Lk , U k | k ∈ Z>0 } can be computed in
TC0 .
Finally we observe that if both L and U appear,
not well-separated but in a “regular” fashion, then
computation is easy.
Lemma 8 Products of the form (La U b )m can be
computed in TC0 .
Proof.

This follows from the facts that
1
b
L U = a ab + 1 , and that powering of O(1)sized matrices is in TC0 ([17]).
a

b



Proof. The circuit is constructed as follows: convert each bit in w to an instance of L or U to obtain a sequence of matrices M1 , . . . , M|w| , and feed
this sequence to oracle gates that compute the bits of
the planar width-2 Path Counting problem. The outputs of the oracle gates are the binary representations
of the 4 numbers m, m0 , n, n0 in the product matrix

n n0
. The desired rational (the mediant at the
m m0
node of the tree specified by path w) is then given by
m+m0
0
0
n+n0 , and (m + m ) ⊥ (n + n ); see [11] for details.
0
So placing appropriate AC circuitry above the oracle
gates yields the desired reduced form representation.


(Note that computing ab is not an issue: from the
input sequence, we can compute a and b in TC0 , and
these numbers are implicitly given in unary representation in the input.)


We now show the converse: the Evaluation problem for the reduced form representation can be used
to perform path counting in planar width-2 BPs.

6

Lemma 10 The bit representation of the number of
paths in planar width-2 BPs can be computed by TC0
circuits with oracle gates for the Stern-Brocot Evaluation problem where the rationals are output in reduced
form.

Locating rationals in the Stern-Brocot tree

The problem of path-counting in planar width-2 BPs
is closely connected with that of locating positive rationals in the well-studied Stern-Brocot tree. We describe the tree and the connection below.
The Stern-Brocot tree is an infinite binary tree
whose nodes are in bijection with the set of positive
rationals. The labeling of nodes with rationals is such
that the tree forms a binary search tree. The labeling is constructive (see sections 4.5 and 6.7 of [11]);
however, the complexity of computing the labeling depends on the representation chosen for the rationals.
The bijection between the tree itself and the positive
rationals can be described as follows: Each node of
the tree is associated with an (open) interval and a
“centre”, or a mediant. The interval is described by
a 4-tuple ha, b, c, di and is the set of all positive rationals q such that ab < q < dc . The rational a+c
b+d is
associated with the node; we refer to it as the mediant
for the interval. A node with interval ha, b, c, di has as
its children the nodes with intervals ha, b, a + c, b + di
and ha+c, b+d, c, di respectively. The root of the tree
is associated with the interval h0, 1, 1, 0i and has 1 as
the mediant. It is well-known that the representation
of the mediant so obtained is already in reduced form.
The following computational question concerning
locating rationals in the Stern-Brocot tree is intimately connected to the question of path-counting in
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Proof. As described in Section 3, computing products of sequences over the 2 × 2 matrices {L, U, I}
is hard for Boolean NC1 under ACC0 [5] reductions.
This problem, in turn, reduces to the Evaluation
problem in the Stern-Brocot tree in the reduced form
representation as follows:
Use the equivalence between planar pathcounting and multiplying planar matrices.
Let
M1 , M2 , . . . , Mn be the given sequence of matrices
to be multiplied; each Mi is one of L, U, I. Since
sorting is in TC0 , we can sift out all occurrences of
I to the end, getting the sequence N1 , N2 , . . . , Nk
followed by n − k occurrences of I. Now each Ni is
either L or U . Encode L as 1 and U as 0 to obtain
a binary string w = w1 . . . wk , which is fed to the
oracle gate for Evaluation. Let hm, ni be the output
of Evaluation on w. As described
in Equation 4.34

Q
A B
in [11], if
Ni =
C D , then m = C + D
and n = A + B. To retrieve C, D from m and A, B
from n, let hm0 , n0 i be the output of Evaluation
on w1 . . . wk−1 . Assume wk = 0, the other case is
handled
identically.
Then






A B
E F
1 0
=
×
=
C D
G H
1 1
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E+F F
G+H H ,
and m0 = G + H and n0 = E + F .
Thus we can
construct


 the0 required
 output:
Qk
A B
n
n − n0
=
. Since
i=1 Ni =
C D
m0 m − m0
addition and subtraction are in AC0 , this part is an
AC0 reduction.
One minor detail is that the number k of nontrivial matrices is a variable, whereas the oracle gate
has a fixed number of inputs. To handle this, use
oracle gates for all values of k from 1 to n, and use
additional circuitry to determine which is the correct
value. This additional circuitry only needs to obtain
the correct count k, and hence can be implemented
in TC0 .

From Lemma 10 and Theorem 1 we can conclude:
Corollary 11 In the reduced form representation,
Stern-Brocot Evaluation is hard for Boolean NC1 under uniform TC0 reductions.
The other commonly used representation for positive rationals is the continued fraction representation. In this representation, however, the SternBrocot Evaluation problem is significantly easier:
Lemma 12 The Stern-Brocot Evaluation problem,
where the output is required in the continued fraction
representation, is in uniform TC0 .
Proof.
We follow the presentation from [11]; the
only additional thing is the observation that the required computations are in TC0 .
We are given w ∈ {0, 1}∗ . For w = , the rational
is 1, with representation h1i. Otherwise, let w be a
string of length n ≥ 1, written as 1a0 0a1 1a2 . . . 0ak−1
where k is even, a0 ≥ 0, ak−1 ≥ 0, and all other
ai ≥ 1. Then the rational at the node reached is
a0 +

1
a1 +

1

..

.+ a

.

1
1
k−1 + 1

So the continued fraction representation is
ha0 , a1 , . . . , ak−1 + 1i if ak−1
≥
1, and
ha0 , a1 , . . . , ak−2 + 1i if ak−1 = 0. We fix an
encoding where the output has n numbers a1 , . . . , an ,
each log n bits long, and a control block of length
log n that tells us how many of these numbers are
useful. Constructing the encoding only requires
counting how many blocks precede a bit position;
since Bit-Count is in TC0 , the encoding can be
computed in TC0 .

Thus in a concrete computational setting the reduced form representation is computationally harder
to work with than the continued fraction representation.
One can also ask the the following computational
question which is in some sense the inverse of the
Evaluation problem:
Stern-Brocot Path-search: Given the representation of a positive rational r, and given an index i, find
the ith bit of the path from the root of the SternBrocot tree leading to r. (The path may be described
as a sequence of moves left, right starting from the
root. Or, coding these as 0 and 1, the path can simply be described as a binary string w.)
Note that the length of the path from a node to the

root of the tree is polynomial in the value of the rational, not in the bit size. (eg. the rational N = 2n
with bit size n in both representations appears along
the rightmost path at distance N from the root.) So
in looking for feasible computation, we specify an index position as above and ask for the bit there, rather
than asking for the entire path.
For this question too, the reduced form representation seems harder. For the continued fraction representation, we have a TC0 upper bound:
Lemma 13 In the continued fraction representation,
Stern-Brocot Path-Search is in uniform TC0 .
Proof. Essentially invert the process described in
Lemma 12. We design, for each m, n, a circuit Cm,n
that takes n numbers a0 , . . . , an−1 , each m bits long,
and an additional number i that is m+log n bits long.
(For the rational represented by ha0 , a1 , . . . , ak−1 i,
the path length is at most n2m and so the index is represented with m + log n bits.) The output is 3-valued:
⊥ if the path to the specified number has length less
than i, and otherwise a 0 or a 1 to describe the ith
bit of the path.
Given
ha0 , a1 , . . . , ak−1 i,
the
path
is
1a0 0a1 1a2 . . . 0ak−1 −1 if k is even,
and is
1a0 0a1 . . . 1ak−1 −1 if k is odd.
Note that the
the length of the path is at most n, but its actual
length depends on the blocks. So the circuit family
we design simply computes all the prefix sums
Pj
i=0 ai and locates i in the correct block with
comparisons. Computing the block lengths, checking
whether k is even or odd, and comparing numbers
can all be done in TC0 .

For the reduced form representation, however, we
have no upper bound other than P . The problem is
related to the Extended Euclidean greatest-commondivisor (gcd) algorithm but could well be easier. Recall that given two numbers a, b, the extended Euclidean gcd algorithm performs a number of steps proportional to max{dlog ae, dlog be}, and finally yields
not only g = gcd(a, b) but also integers such that
as + bt = g. At each step j, it subtracts some multiple mj of the smaller number from the larger. If
m, n are co-prime, then these multiples precisely describe the path: m1 moves left, m2 moves right and so
on. Thus any upper bound for implementing the extended Euclidean gcd algorithm also yields an upper
bound for the Stern-Brocot Path-Search problem in
reduced form representation. Note that to date we do
not even know whether the gcd of two integers can be
computed in NC,not just by the extended Euclidean
method, but by any method whatsoever. However,
the instances arising here are somewhat easier in the
sense that the numbers are known a priori to be coprime. it is conceivable that for such instances, the
extended Euclidean method has a parallel implementation that yields the intermediate multiples.
Another question to which also we do not know
the answer concerns conversion between the two representations of positive rationals. An obvious way is
to go from a representation to the path in the SternBrocot tree via Path-Search, and from the path to the
other representation via Evaluation. This approach,
however, does not work because not only do we not
have good upper bounds for Path-Search, but we also
know that the path itself can be exponentially long.
Generating it as a sub-computation is not a feasible
option.
7

Open questions

Several questions are still open.
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Regarding Stern-Brocot trees: What is the complexity of these problems?
1. Given m, n in binary with m ⊥ n, and given an
index i, find the ith bit of the path w in the SternBrocot tree leading to the node labeled m/n.
The path can be found by repeatedly applying
the steps of the gcd algorithm, but this process
seems inherently sequential.
2. Given m, n in binary with m ⊥ n, given an index i, and also given proof that m ⊥ n via nonnegative integers s, t such that ms = nt + 1, find
the ith bit of path w in the Stern-Brocot tree
leading to the node labeled m/n.
Same problem as above, but now we have additional information in s, t.
The most intriguing question in this context, of
course, is pinpointing the complexity of computing
greatest common divisors.
Regarding path counting, too, there are several
open problems:
1. Is #BWBP equal to #NC1 ? That is, can arithmetic formulas over literals be expressed as path
counting problems in constant-width BPs? (We
know this to be the case if we allow negative constants, [7].)
2. Can path counting in width 2 BPs be done in
NC1 ? That is, is width-2 #BWBP in Boolean
NC1 ?
3. Is all of #NC1 in Boolean NC1 ? Note that the
gap here is very small; it is known ([14], see also
[1]) that bits of #NC1 functions can be computed
by polynomial size bounded fan-in Boolean circuits of depth O(log n log∗ n). The O(log∗ n) gap
has not been closed for the last 25 years.
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A self-contained constructive proof of Dickson’s theorem for SL(2,p)


a b
Let X =
be an element of SL(2,p); ad −
c d
bc = 1 mod p. Then X can be expressed, mod p, as
the product of a sequence of 4(p − 1) matrices from
L, U, I as follows: (Sequences below are of length at
most 4(p − 1); pad with Is.)
1. If a = d = 1, then bc = 0. So X is one of I, Lc ,
U b.
2. If c 6= 0, then

X =

=

a b
c d



1 e
0 1



1 0
c 1



1 f
0 1



where e = (a − 1)c−1 and f = b − (a − 1)c−1 d.
The corresponding width-2 program has length
at most 3(p − 1), since each of the matrices on
the right above is of the form Lk or U k for some
k ≤ (p − 1).
3. If c = 0, then a 6= 0. Now write

 


1
0
a b
a
b
X = 0 d = (p − 1) 1
a b+d
and then use the above step. The corresponding
width-2 program has length at most 4(p − 1).
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